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19 March
The $162 million settlement that resolves claims by the liquidator of 
Bernard Madoff’s firm against the owners of the New York Mets won’t 
require them to pay any money for at least four years, if ever.

The following companies’ shares may have unusual moves in European 
trading. Stock symbols are in parentheses.

Australia passed legislation that will reap about $11 billion in taxes 
within three years from BHP Billiton Ltd., Rio Tinto Group and other iron-
ore and coal miners as the government seeks to turn its budget to 
surplus.

Hong Kong stocks fell for a third day after China’s government raised 
fuel prices and as a Federal Reserve board member warned the 
U.S. economy isn’t “out of the woods.” Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd. 
dropped after a director was arrested as part of a bribery investigation.

20 March
Japanese stocks fell, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average heading for 
its first drop in six days, as commodities slipped on concern China’s 
economy is slowing.

Xia Bin, a former Chinese central bank adviser, urged more 
independence for the monetary authority, a week after ending two 
years on a policy board that is controlled by the State Council.

U.S. solar developers are luring cash at record rates from investors 
ranging from Warren Buffett to Google Inc. and KKR & Co. by offering 
returns on projects four times those available for Treasury securities.

Britain will probably sell the second-largest amount of gilts on record 
in the next fiscal year as the economy stagnates and borrowing costs 
rise from all-time lows, threatening to derail the government’s debt-
cutting plans.

21 March
China’s stocks dropped, dragging the benchmark index down to a 
one-month low, after a report showed manufacturing may contract 
for a fifth straight month in March.

Japan reported an unexpected trade surplus for February and higher-
than-forecast exports, adding to evidence of a rebound in the world’s 
third-biggest economy.
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A Chinese manufacturing index indicated a worse contraction this 
month, bolstering the case for Premier Wen Jiabao to add measures 
to sustain growth even as he prolongs a campaign to cool property 
prices.

Treasuries rose for a third day after a private report showed 
manufacturing in China, the world’s second-largest economy after 
the U.S., may contract for a fifth month.

22 March
Japanese shares fell, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average headed for 
its steepest drop in two months, after European manufacturing shrank 
more than economists forecast, dimming the outlook for global 
economic growth.

Hong Kong stocks fell, with the Hang Seng Index headed for its biggest 
weekly drop in four months, as shrinking manufacturing in Europe and 
China clouded the outlook for global economic growth.

Thailand’s Finance Minister Kittiratt Na-Ranong gave a target for 
where the baht should trade at and urged the central bank to cut the 
benchmark interest rate by half a percentage point to help exporters, 
pushing the currency to a one-month low.

Japan’s government nominated BNP Paribas’s chief Japan economist 
to join the central bank’s policy board after he this month warned of 
risks associated with adopting an “aggressive monetary policy.”

23 March
Asian stocks fell, led by material and information technology shares, 
after U.S. home sales unexpectedly fell last week, damping the outlook 
for global economic growth.

Japanese stocks rose, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average falling the 
most in two months in its last trading session, as Nisshinbo Holdings Inc. 
gained on a report earnings would surge and after Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch said gains in Japanese stocks will last until summer.

China Petroleum & Chemical Corp., Asia’s biggest refiner, will ramp 
up crude production and develop natural gas fields to counter losses 
from selling diesel and gasoline at state-mandated prices.

As stock exchange mergers crumbled from Frankfurt and New York to 
Singapore and Sydney, traders have become only more convinced 
that Japan’s plan to combine its biggest bourses is the best bet to 
succeed.


